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AU fetes Burundian troops with medals for their distinguished service in 

Somalia  

November 2, 2018 

The AU has awarded medals to a contingent of 

troops from the Burundi National Defense Force 

(BNDF), in recognition of their contribution in 

furthering the mandate of the mission in Somalia. 

The troops from the 44th and 45th battalions of 

the BNDF were decorated with medals and awarded certificates, upon completion of their 

one year tour of duty, serving under the African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM). 

 

Col. Remy Cishahayo, the Burundi contingent Chief of Staff, who represented the Contingent 

Commander, presided over the function held on Wednesday in Mogadishu. 

 

At the same function, Col. Cishahayo received and welcomed a new battle group, from 

Burundi, that has just been deployed on the mission and urged the soldiers to maintain 

discipline. 

https://www.hiiraan.com/news4/2018/Nov/160944/au_fetes_burundian_troops_with_m

edals_for_their_distinguished_service_in_somalia.aspx 
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Somalia: Journalist Murdered During Afternoon Prayers 

1 November 2018 

Mogadishu — GUNMEN believed to be members of the Al-Shabaab terror group have shot 

dead a Somali radio journalist during afternoon prayers at a mosque. 

It is believed the journalist, Abdullahi Mire Hashi, has been murdered outside the capital 

Mogadishu as a protest by the Islamist group against a lack of coverage by the deceased's 

station. 

The station, Darul Sunnah, focuses on religious programming. At least two unidentified 

gunmen shot Abdullahi in the insecure town of Elasha Biyaha, about 17 km from Mogadishu. 

The assailants fled the scene immediately after the attack. 

Abdullahi had recently received anonymous phone calls questioning why the station was not 

covering Al-Shabaab's operations in the region. Muthoki Mumo, Committee to Protect 

Journalists (CPJ) Sub-Saharan Africa Representative, urged government to investigate the 

killing. 

He lamented that Somalia continued ranking as the worst country in the world for securing 

justice in the murders of journalists. 

"Rigorously investigating these attacks is the key to addressing the environment of fear in 

which the press operates," Mumo said. Somalia, where Al-Shabaab was founded in 2006, is 

feared as one of the most dangerous countries in the world for journalists. 

No less than 25 journalists have been murdered over the past ten years, according to CPJ. 

https://allafrica.com/stories/201811010476.html 
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Somali Leaders must do more to end impunity and crimes against journalists 

On Nov 1, 2018  

The National Union of Somalia Journalists (NUSOJ) 

today issued a desperate appeal to leadership of 

the Federal Government of Somalia to end 

impunity and violence against journalists and 

media staff after losing 3 journalists so far 

murdered in Somalia in 2018. In all these cases the killers have walked scott free and no one 

has been brought to justice at all. According to the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) 

for the fourth year in a row, Somalia tops the list of countries where journalists are slain and 

their killers go free. 

“The Somalia government is responsible for the safety and protection of journalists and 

media workers against any threats or physical violation of their right to life and integrity by 

its security forces and other non-state actors. The high levels of violence against journalists 

is unacceptably high and there is an urgent need for the government to protect and enforce 

journalists’ basic right to life, ” Mohamed Ibrahim Moalimuu NUSOJ General Secretary said. 

 “I am deeply saddened that Somalia still remains in the top-list of the countries that 

journalist are murdered and culprits go unpunished. We need to improve this situation,” 

Moalimuu added. Journalists have paid a high price in Somalia . According to documentation 

made by NUSOJ , eleven journalists and media workers including two female journalists were 

killed in Somalia while performing their duties between 2016 to 2018. 

2018 FALLEN COLLEAGUES 

Abdirizak Kasim Iman, cameraperson for privately owned SBS TV, was shot dead in 

Mogadishu on the afternoon of July 26, . The incident occurred around 16:00 Somali local 

time when eye witnesses saw the checkpoint police ordering Iman’s rickshaw to take a 

different route . Abdirizak was shot when he tried to pass through the checkpoint near a 
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public park in Mogadishu’s Peace Garden, while still riding the rickshaw. Abdirisak Sa’id 

Osman, a reporter for privately owned Radio Voice of Peace in Galkayo, was slashed in the 

back and heart on Tuesday, 18 September, around 23hrs local time, as he was walking from 

the premises of the radio station. Osman. He was rushed to hospital where he succumbed 

to the injuries while under medical treatment. 

Abdullahi Mireh Hashi was shot twice on the head by unknown gunmen in the outskirts of 

Mogadishu in Elasha Biyaha located 17 kilometres southwest of Mogadishu. He was working 

for Darul Sunnah radio in Elesha Biyaha. In preparation on Commemoration of the 

International Day to End Impunity for Crimes against Journalists, National Union of Somali 

Journalists (NUSOJ) is implementing the following activities: 

Safety training workshop for 25 journalists and media workers on 30-31 October 2018 in 

Mogadishu. The overall objective of this training is to increase vital life saving safety skills 

for 25 journalists to help them work in the media hostile Somalia environment. This is part 

of the main highlights and activities to commemorate the November 2 – International Day 

to End Impunity for Crimes Against Journalists. 

Activity 2: Peace Council 2 

Commemoration of the International Day to End Impunity for Crimes against Journalists on 

Saturday 3rd November 2018 (In place of Friday 2nd November 2018, since in Somalia Friday 

is a weekend). Journalist victims and those who suffered as a result of violations will share 

their experiences. 

The event will help raise awareness amongst security agencies, national authorities and 

institutions, civil society and media on the importance of solving cases of slain journalists in 

order to strengthen the rule of law and stop the culture of impunity. 

https://www.radiodalsan.com/en/2018/11/01/somali-leaders-must-do-more-to-end-

impunity-and-crimes-against-journalists/ 
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President Farmaajo Once Again Lashes Out At The Regional State Leaders 

01 November 2018 

President Mohamed Abdullahi Mohamed ‘Farmaajo’, who is on a visit to South Sudan 

capital, Juba, has once again reprimanded the regional state leaders accusing them of failing 

to fulfil their responsibilities of serving the people of their respective states. Addressing the 

Somali diaspora community in Juba, who are largely business people, President Farmaajo 

said the job of the state leaders is to provide basic services to residents of their respective 

states, such as improving health and education, digging water-wells and tax collection. 

He observed that the leaders were ironically engaged in issues that are not of their concern 

such as the country’s political and foreign affairs: “It is not acceptable for regional states 

leaders to involve themselves in foreign affairs and public policies, or partake in numerous 

foreign travels to meet regional leaders. Meeting regional leaders of neighbouring countries 

will send a wrong signal that our country is still fragmented and in chaos,” said the tough-

talking President. 

Meanwhile, he also attacked Somali politicians for being selfish and lacking patriotism. He 

claimed many people simply joined politics to make money without considering the general 

interest of the public: “They will tell you that politics is not equal to worship, meaning it is 

okay to loot public property. When such selfish politicians don’t get what they want, they 

incite members of their clans into violence and undermine governance”. Coming barely days 

after inviting regional leaders for another round of talks, observers have noted the 

President’s remarks only deepen the tensions.  The President is among East African leaders 

who have attended the Peace Day Celebrations in Juba, South Sudan. 

http://somaliamediamonitoring.org/november-1-2018-daily-monitoring-report/ 
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UN cautions stand-off in Somalia could ruin stabilization efforts  

Nov. 1 2018 

 The UN top envoy in Somalia has cautioned that a stand-off between Somali government 

and regional leaders could scuttle international community's efforts to stabilize the Horn of 

Africa nation. Nicholas Haysom, United Nations Secretary-General's Special Representative 

for Somalia, renewed his call for collaboration to solve ongoing tensions between the 

country's federal and state authorities. 

"We are exploring ways of bringing them together in the hope that Somalis can face down 

their problems together rather than going separately," Haysom said in a statement issued 

by the UN Mission in Somalia on Wednesday night. The UN envoy's remarks come as political 

impasse continues after leaders of five Somali regional states on Sept. 8 suspended relations 

with the central government due to lack of political and security progress in the Horn of 

Africa nation. The leaders from Jubaland, Puntland, Southwest, Galmudug and Hirshabelle 

regions accuse the government of interfering with regional issues, failure to implement 

security architecture and not fulfilling political agreements. 

"Basically, we have been telling them that what we are facing is a quite serious political issue 

- the stand-off between the Federal Member States and the Federal Government may well 

paralyze our efforts to help Somalia get back on its feet," he added, according to the 

statement. 

http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-11/01/c_137574754.htm 
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New UN Boss Meets With SW Presidential Hopefuls 

01 November 2018 

United Nations Representative to Somalia, Ambassador Nicholas Haysom together with 

AMISOM boss, Ambassador Francisco Madeira held hours-long meeting with Southwest 

Presidential hopefuls. 

Seven presidential aspirants, including former Al-Shabaab deputy leader Mukhtar Robow, 

and a female politician, attended the meeting with the UN and AMISOM bosses. Ambassador 

Haysom advised the presidential aspirations to ensure the upcoming poll takes place in a 

peaceful and transparent manner, stressing that Southwest remains an integral part of the 

stabilization process in the country. 

On his side, AMISOM head, Ambassador Madeira assured the aspirants that AMISOM forces 

alongside the Somali forces, will ensure and guarantee the security of the election and its 

venues. Their trip was part of ongoing efforts to seek resolution for the political standoff 

between the federal government and the regional states. During their stay in Baidoa, they 

had held a meeting with Southwest President, Sharif Hassan Sheikh Adan. Elections for the 

state are scheduled for 17 November in Baidoa. 

http://somaliamediamonitoring.org/november-1-2018-daily-monitoring-report/ 
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Somalia and World Bank ink $80m deal 

November 1 2018 

The Somali government has signed $80m grant 

deal with the World Bank (WB). Funds from the 

deal penned in Mogadishu on Wednesday, will 

go towards the Horn of Africa state's 

development projects. 

Finance minister Abdurahman Duale Beyle 

signed the agreement on behalf of the Somali government, while Bella Bird, the Africa 

Regional Director, signed for the World Bank. Dr Beyle stated that the World Bank welcomed 

the Somali government’s efforts in restructuring the economy. 

“That is why the World Bank has initiated a grant amounting to $140 million,” he said. The 

minister added that the “$80m being signed today has been approved by the bank’s board”. 

Dr Beyle further noted that the World Bank grant and another signed in September with the 

European Union indicated that Somalia was regaining the partnership with the international 

community. Ms Bird underlined that the World Bank was satisfied with the efforts of the 

Somali government in meeting the requirements for debt forgiveness. 

According to a European Union (EU) dispatch, a September EU delegation to Somalia signed 

three contracts worth $22.6 million to support stabilisation and local governance across 

Somalia. In another dispatch in September, the European Union said it had approved $116 

million in its first-ever budget support to Somalia's government. 

https://www.nation.co.ke/news/africa/Somalia-and-World-Bank-ink--80m-deal/1066-

4832378-yh1e2r/index.html 
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EU launches Vocational Training Project In Somalia 

01 November 2018 

The European Union (EU) in partnership with the government of Germany has today 

launched the “Rehabilitation of Technical and Vocational Education and Training Project 

(TVET) in Somalia. The project, which will be implemented by The Deutsche Gesellschaft für 

Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ), a German government-owned development agency, 

will be rolled out across the country. 

Education Minister Abdullahi Godah, who attended the event in Mogadishu, commended 

the project saying the  major faculty would help bridge the skills gap of young people and 

create much needed jobs. “Today is an important day in the education sector in Somalia as 

we bring back to live the ‘Technical Training Skills in Somalia” in order to unlock the 

potentials of our Youths,” he said. 

The EU Head of Cooperation Pilar Palermo, who also spoke at the launch, said the union will 

contribute to resilience building and economics development of the country. “Vocational 

training is at the heart of the EU support to the development of Somalia. It’s a bridge 

between education and employment, 2 focal sectors of the EU in Somalia.” 

Mogadishu mayor, Abdirahman Omar Osman, welcomed the establishment of project: “We 

thank the EU and German for their kind donation to this project. Skills development of 

youths in Somalia will positively contribute to the national sustainable development in the 

fields of social, economical and environmental development.” 

https://madmimi.com/p/0c0d2d?fe=1&pact=6433936-148051900-5372507253-

22d710a6566c844ca2492b1a2e1976fa765407a1 
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Ethiopian Airlines to land in Mogadishu for first time in four decades 

Africa’s wealthiest and largest airline will have its first flight to Somalia’s capital in over 40 

years today. Ethiopian Airlines 

Africa’s wealthiest and largest airline will have its 

first flight to Somalia’s capital in over 40 years 

today. 

Ethiopian Airlines has reported that flight traffic 

will increase significantly, with the expectation of 

several flights daily between Addis Ababa and Mogadishu, as the airline becomes the second 

major international carrier after Turkish Airlines to service to Somalia. 

The airline’s move is symbolic of a bid by Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed to drive 

peace and prosperity in the region after decades of violent territorial disputes. In September, 

Mr Abiy met with his Eritrean and Somalian counterparts to establish protocol for lasting 

cooperation amongst neighbors, particularly after Eritrean and Ethiopian historic 

rapprochement over border disputes. 

Expanding economic relations between Ethiopia and Somalia may bring some benefit to the 

latter. However, the continued presence of the al-Qaeda affiliated militant group, al-

Shabaab in Somalia, continues to pose serious obstacles to lasting peace and prosperity. This 

transaction will ultimately facilitate Ethiopia’s rise as a regional power diplomatically and 

economically, especially as major markets in the Gulf and China seek access to the country’s 

strong manufacturing industry. 

https://www.foreignbrief.com/daily-news/ethiopian-airlines-to-land-in-mogadishu-for-

first-time-in-four-decades/ 
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Spike in Somalia violence forces 21,000 people to flee their homes 

01 Nov 2018 - Multiple regions of the country see rise in fighting in October, pushing 

thousands of families into crisis. Many flee to makeshift camps, surviving in flimsy shelters 

with little protection from the rains. "We are alarmed that fighting has forced thousands of 

people to run for their lives. Several of the hardest hit communities are in insecure areas, 

where aid agencies are unable to reach them. We fear many displaced people will be left 

without life-saving assistance. These families were recovering from last year's drought, and 

fighting has now pushed them back into crisis," said Victor Moses, Country Director for 

Norwegian Refugee Council. Over 21,000 people have fled for their lives due to fighting and 

insecurity this month, according to the UNHCR Protection and Returns Monitoring Network. 

Overall there are 2.6 million people displaced in Somalia from conflict, insecurity, drought 

and other causes. The largest number of people displaced by fighting and insecurity in 

October were from Lower Shabelle region, followed by Hiran, Bay and other regions."We 

were harvesting crops when fighting started. The fighting went on for hours, so we fled to 

Mogadishu. We didn't come with any belongings, we just escaped with our lives. We're 

worried we cannot afford to buy what we need, and we cannot go back home," said 

Mustaqiim, a farmer and mother of three, who fled Marka district in Lower Shabelle region. 

The children surviving in the camps are especially vulnerable. Without enough food, shelter, 

clean water and sanitation, they are left vulnerable to disease outbreaks. 294,000 Somali 

children are acutely malnourished, of which 55,000 are severely malnourished, putting them 

at risk of death. The Norwegian Refugee Council says that parties to the conflict should take 

all precautions to minimize civilian casualties. They must allow free access to humanitarian 

agencies to safely provide aid, in line with international humanitarian law. 

NRC also calls for the international community to scale up their support. This year's UN 

humanitarian aid appeal for Somalia has received $857 million, sharply down from $1.3 

billion in 2017. As a result some programmes for vital services have been cut back, including 

for food, water, health, cash relief and education. 

https://reliefweb.int/report/somalia/spike-somalia-violence-forces-21000-people-flee-their-

homes  
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Families displaced by fighting in Jamaame face food crisis in  

Nov. 1, 2018 

Close to 200 families displaced by ongoing military 

operations in Jamaame in Lower Jubba are facing 

hunger and lack access to basic services. Local 

officials said 160 families uprooted from their homes 

are now camping in Kismayu with little humanitarian 

support. 

Somali and AMISOM forces launched major offensives against the militant group Al-Shabaab 

in Jamaame district in October, forcing families to leave their homes. Bishar Mohamed 

Ibrahim, an official from Jubbaland Refugee and IDP Affairs Committee, told Radio Ergo that 

the families who fled Jamame district are facing a humanitarian crisis in Kismayu, the 

administrative capital of Jubbaland state. 

“As a result of the ongoing clashes between Somali military and Al-Shabaab, most villages 

under Jamame district have witnessed a massive movement of people heralding new 

humanitarian crisis,” he said.  “They are facing an acute food shortage, and they are yet to 

receive full aid support.” The families fled from Bar-Sanguni, Bandar-Jadid, Muse-Haji, 

Wirkoy, and Komon villages under Jamame district. According to the official, the families 

have received minimal handouts from Jubbaland government and two aid agencies. 

“When they arrived in the town, we alerted the aid agencies in Kismayu. We had responses 

from Jubaland ministry for Women Affairs and ARC (American Refugee Committee), which 

served the IDPs with cooked food for some days. LWF (Lutheran World Federation) has also 

been trucking water to the IDPs,” said Ibrahim. Hawo Mohamud Mohamed, a mother of 

seven, fled Komon village a week ago after fighting broke out in her village. She has hardly 

been eating for two days since the little food she got from a nearby mosque finished. 
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“Initially I used to cook once a day but today we have nothing to eat. We were displaced by 

fighting in the area,” Hawo said. 

“My elder sister died in the fighting. She left behind eight children. We are all here with 

nothing to eat,” the bereaved mother added. Another IDP, Raba’oMoalimAbkow, arrived in 

Kismayu town last week after she fled her home. She has been surviving on food from a 

nearby mosque. 

“After I arrived here I was given a half sack of rice. Now it is about to finish and I do not know 

how we will survive,” Raba’o said. 

https://www.radioergo.org/2018/11/01/families-displaced-by-fighting-in-jamaame-face-

food-crisis-in-kismayu/?lang=en 
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Outbreak Update – Cholera in Somalia, 1 November 2018 

1 November 2018 – The Ministry of Health of Somalia has announced 32 new suspected 

cases of cholera, including one death for epidemiological week 42 (15 to 21 October) of 

2018. Since week 28, there has been a significant downward trend in the number of new 

suspected cholera cases reported from different treatment facilities. The cumulative total of 

cases is 6498, including 43 associated deaths (case-fatality rate 0.6%), since the beginning of 

the current outbreak in December 2017 along the Shabelle River. The outbreak has spread 

in the south and central regions and the effected districts include Jowhar, Kismayo, 

Bulobarde, Afgoye, Merka and Banadir. However, the trend of cases has been declining since 

week 28, and only Banader region has been reporting cases and deaths in the last three 

weeks. The number of weekly reported cases has significantly decreased, ranging between 

20 to 32 per week. In week 42, active transmission of AWD/cholera was reported in eight 

districts in the Banadir region. Of these new cases, 41% were (13) females while 56% (17) 

represents children below five years of age. Lower Jubba has reported zero cases for the last 

four weeks. 

Stool samples have been collected from four regions (Banadir, Hiraan, Lower Jubba and 

Middle Shabelle) and tested in the National Public Heatlh Laboratory in Mogadishu. Of 278 

stool samples that have been tested since the beginning of this year, 85 samples tested 

positive for Vibrio cholerae, serotype O1 Ogawa. A number of stool samples were collected 

from Banader hospital during the current reporting period, and the laboratory results are 

still pending. WHO continues to provide leadership and support the health authorities and 

partners in activities to mitigate the outbreak. The disease surveillance system is managed 

by the Electronic Early Warning Alert and Response Network (EWARN) system with the 

support of WHO and is currently being expanded to all health facilities across the country. 

WHO and the Ministry of Health continue to monitor outbreak trends through the EWARN 

system and promptly investigate and respond to all alerts. 

https://reliefweb.int/report/somalia/outbreak-update-cholera-somalia-1-november-2018  
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Somaliland steps up push for international recognition 

World’s failure to grant statehood risks reigniting war with Somalia, minister warns 

The self-declared state of Somaliland is stepping up its push for international recognition, 

warning that the world's continued refusal to formally accept its independence threatens to 

plunge the breakaway region back into armed conflict with Somalia. “We have made a lot of 

progress in the past 27 years and now we are recognised as a de facto state” Saad Ali Shire, 

foreign minister, said in an interview in the capital, Hargeisa. “[But] the next 27 years is not 

going to be like the first,” he said. “War is bound to happen unless the problem is settled 

peacefully one way or another.” This year Somaliland’s army has already clashed with troops 

from the northern Somali region of Puntland in an escalation of a long-running stand-off 

over contested territory. So long as Somaliland’s statehood and national boundaries are not 

formerly recognised, the risk of renewed conflict will increase, Mr Saad said. The former 

British protectorate of Somaliland united with Italian Somalia in 1960 following 

independence and then broke away in 1991, when clan militias overthrew Somali dictator 

Siad Barre’s government. Ever since, as Somalia collapsed into three decades of civil war 

marked by corruption, violence and religious extremism, Somaliland has delivered relative 

peace and stability to its 3.5m people, establishing its own parliament and holding four 

national elections since 2003. The breakaway state issues its own passports, prints its own 

currency and has begun to attract foreign investment. Dubai-based DP World is embarking 

on a multimillion dollar port expansion, while London-listed Genel Energy plans to drill for 

oil. The vote of confidence from international business will help Somaliland intensify its 

diplomatic efforts to win recognition, Mr Saad said. “It is clear we are a responsible 

international player. The international community has no valid reason [not to recognise our 

independence]” he said. In a diplomatic coup for the country, Somaliland this year signed a 

deal with Ethiopia to invest in its port alongside DP World. Last month Harriet Baldwin, UK 

minister of state for Africa, visited the country.Somaliland has diplomatic representation in 

dozens of countries around the world, including the UK, and international engagement 
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between Britain and Somaliland is frequent. The UK’s international development 

department spent £25m between December 2012 and September 2018 on a national 

development fund to improve governance, accountability and public service delivery in the 

self-declared state, but like the rest of the world, it does not officially recognise the country. 

The biggest obstacle to recognition remains Somalia, which is mired in conflict and refuses 

to endorse the breakaway region. Countries that have achieved independence in recent 

times, such as South Sudan, Eritrea and East Timor, have had the ultimate approval of their 

former parent state. “We believe that it is for the Federal Government of Somalia and 

Somaliland to reach agreement on their future together, and that it is for those in the region 

to take the lead in recognising the resulting agreement,” a UK Foreign Office spokeswoman 

told the Financial Times in response to questions. That message is consistent across western 

governments, said Ahmed Soliman, a Horn of Africa expert at Chatham House in London. 

“Until there are formal discussions between Mogadishu and Hargeisa, endorsed by the 

African Union or other regional players, it is unlikely that any country would take the final 

step [of recognising Somaliland],” he said. Officially talks are ongoing, but relations remain 

difficult. A planned first meeting between Muse Bihi Abdi, Somaliland’s president, and his 

Somali counterpart Mohamed Abdullahi Farmaajo was shelved earlier this year as tensions 

flared over DP World’s investment in the Somaliland port of Berbera, which Mr Farmaajo 

opposed.  Hassan Sheikh Mohamed, Somalia’s president until last year, said relations 

between the two governments had improved since 2012 but that Somalia’s objective of 

restoring the country’s historic borders and reintegrating Somaliland was unchanged. “Unity 

is in the interests of south, of north, of every Somali,” Mr Hassan said last month. Edna Adan, 

who served as Somaliland foreign minister from 2003-6 and was previously married to 

Mohamed Haji Ibrahim Egal, Somalia’s first prime minister, sees the stalemate as frustrating 

and dangerous.“What is painful is that the world knows that Somaliland is different from 

Somalia, always has been, always will be, and that it refuses to recognise that difference,” 

she said in an interview in Hargeisa.Any attempt to reunify Somaliland and Somalia would 

lead directly to conflict and give further fuel to the violent Islamist groups and piracy that 

have undermined security onshore and offshore in Somalia for the past decade, she said. 

“We separated like a limb that cannot be reattached. It will kill the healthy body, it will kill 

stability in the Horn of Africa, it will kill the safe waterways of the Gulf of Aden.” 

https://www.ft.com/content/331521ba-dc24-11e8-9f04-38d397e6661c  
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Human Trafficking a lucrative going concern in Somaliland 

November 1, 2018 

For the last six years, Elmi Noor, 38, has been making $4,000 a month from what he terms a 

‘lucrative business’ – smuggling young people from across East Africa to Libya, where they 

are invariably held for ransom by criminal gangs under cruel conditions. Noor coordinates a 

network of people smugglers based in several African countries, who organise perilous 

journeys for young Somalis eager to cross to Europe for better lives. 

After a four-month investigation, Radio Ergo journalists tracked down Noor and convinced 

him to meet one evening at a market place in Hargeisa, the administrative capital of 

Somaliland, for an interview. Speaking to Radio Ergo, Noor confirmed that he had smuggled 

4,000 people from Somaliland to Libya since 2012. He stated that the majority of these 

people had probably died either in the hands of Libyan militiamen who captured them or on 

risky sea crossings to Europe. Noor appeared not to care about the responsibility he and his 

co-smugglers bear for the suffering and even deaths of so many young Somali men and 

women. 

“We know that this work is a crime but it pays us handsomely. In a month I may get as much 

as $4,000, so it is very easy work,” he stated. Noor said his work was risky and they operated 

secretly, taking care to switch Messenger accounts frequently to cover their trail, to avoid 

capture by the Somaliland police. 

“We have that worry about falling into hands of the police but we carry out our work 

covertly. So it is very rare for the police to notice our operations,” Noor said. 

Noor works with 10 others to lure young people into hiring them to get to Europe. Some 

would-be migrants are convinced by ‘leave-now-pay-later’ scheme offered to them, while 

others are told to pay as little as $300 thinking that will get them as far as Europe. But 

another reality dawns on them when they find themselves in the hands of an affiliated 

criminal syndicate in Libya demanding huge ransoms by force. According to Noor, the 
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militiamen in Libya fix the amount that the captives pay. He and other members of the 

trafficker ring get their commission sent to them through small money transfer firms. 

Radio Ergo made contact with a second trafficker in Hargeisa, known as Hassan Ali, who 

agreed to speak on the phone but not in person.  The journalists agreed to distort his voice 

on recordings to be broadcast, in order to conceal his identity.Ali said he earns between 

$500 and 800 per individual based on the number of migrants he lures. Before he joined the 

network, he travelled to Libya aiming to reach Europe but fell into the hands of the human 

traffickers himself and was held captive for several months. During that time, he learnt 

Arabic and worked for the traffickers as a translator. He was set free and returned to 

Somaliland, where he joined the Libyan trafficking ring as an agent. During his years in the 

sordid business, Ali said he had information of the deaths of nine of the people he had helped 

to traffic. Some died on their way to Libya, while the rest died in detention centres run by 

Libyan militia. 

“I chose to work so whatever it costs does not bother me,” Ali boasted to Radio Ergo. “I 

started this work when I saw the opportunities that you get in trafficking.” 

The Libyan traffickers set ransom demands of $8,000-$12,000. Failure to pay brings threats 

of removing organs, maiming, or other kinds of physical torture to try to coerce relatives into 

sending money. In 2016, days after her son left Hargeisa for Libya without her knowledge, 

Asha Muse received a call from a human trafficker in Libya giving her 24 hours to pay a 

$6,000 ransom to save her son. She tried to negotiate over the amount but they threatened 

to execute her son if she could not meet the demand. 

“I sent $1,500 to a Somali trafficker but days later he called me again and vowed to kill my 

son if I failed to pay the balance. I was so frustrated as I was unable to get the amount. I 

begged my relatives to raise the amount and finally, I got the money,” said Asha, a mother 

of seven, who earns a living as an ice cream vendor. Ahmed Abdirisack Muhumed, who now 

lives in Germany, told Radio Ergo that he was subjected to abuse and torture to force him to 

pay ransom in 2016, whilst held by smugglers. 

“We were tortured, our hands and legs tied behind our backs. They locked us inside a 

container where we hardly ate anything,” said Ahmed, whose hand was broken in the ordeal. 
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“My family sent $10,000 ransom but no sooner had I been released than I fell into the hands 

of another group who demanded $2,500. I had no other alternative but to pay,” he said. 

Radio Ergo spoke to a third smuggler during the investigation, who denied that any torture 

or beatings happened. He claimed the process was safe and secure but hinted that the safety 

of the migrants depends on the type of smuggling networks. 

“We take care of them, we do not torture them. Our work is to take them to the Ethiopian 

capital, Addis Ababa. To evade capture by the police, we do not take highways but instead 

use trucks to reach the destination safely. From Addis Ababa, the migrants are handed over 

to another group who will take them to Libya through Sudan,” he said. According to 

Somalia’s Ambassador to Benelux and the European Union, Dr Ali Said Faqi, about 35,000 

Somali youth are currently stranded in Libya. Five hundred of them are being held for ransom 

in cells operated by Libyan militias. 

“The migrant youth are subjected to beatings with little food to eat, there are no sanitary 

conditions in the detention centres,” the ambassador told Radio Ergo. In 2015, Somaliland 

approved a law criminalising human trafficking, which carries prison terms of between one 

and 12 years 

Somaliland Police Chief, Abdullahi Fadal, told Radio Ergo that the state had sentenced nine 

individuals found guilty of human trafficking to four years imprisonment last July. They were 

trying to traffic 30 people from Berbera town, where they were intercepted by the police. 

http://www.somtribune.com/2018/11/01/human-trafficking-a-lucrative-going-concern-in-

somaliland/ 
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